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The Getting Started Checklist
Whether you’re starting out with a free plan or paid plan, this checklist will ensure you start  
your Apollo journey on the right foot and have a successful experience with our platform. 

Day 1
As soon as you sign up for Apollo, you’ll want to complete  

these checklist items to start your experience on the  

right foot:

Link your mailbox to send emails from your email through Apollo

Create your email signature

Set up the Apollo dialer (in-browser phone dialer)

Download the Apollo.io Chrome Extension

Week 1
Once you’ve made your way through the first-day tasks,  

spend the rest of your first week in Apollo on these important  

to-dos:

Set up your integrations

Connect and sync your CRM to update data across platforms 

Import any of your CSV lists (if applicable) to enrich your contacts

Set up and manage your account settings to set email sending limits,  

map out your stages (sales cycle phases), and much more 

Set up your tracking subdomain to avoid SPAM filters

Sync opportunities from Salesforce or create opportunities 

View standard analytics and build custom reports 

Follow us on social media to discover helpful sales content and other 

product news

Month 1
The items below are important to mark off of your task list. 

However, no rush! Spend the next month focusing on these  

tasks in Apollo:

Set up your custom API integrations

Attend an Apollo product update event

Create automated emails with sequences

Run sequence diagnostics to improve email deliverability

Automate prospecting activities with rules engine

Create reports

find help!

Visit the Knowledge Base to find detailed 
instructions on each of the items in this 
checklist. And, if you’re on a custom plan, 
attend your onboarding training for 
hands-on help! 

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/apolloio-find-b2b-contact/alhgpfoeiimagjlnfekdhkjlkiomcapa
https://knowledge.apollo.io/


insight!
What is  
Prospecting?
An overview of finding buyers with Apollo’s 
B2B Database

When we talk about prospecting, we’re referring  
to the first step in the sales process in which you 
identify potential buyers – people who fit the 
description of your typical customer and who  
you plan to contact with the goal of converting  
to a paying customer. 



Prospecting can be difficult and time-consuming. 
However, with the right strategies and tools, your 
prospecting efforts can set your company on the 
path to incredible revenue growth and success. 

Watch the Demo Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cX6O_SVY3tI&list=PLupe3zZJZlmq-i193uaGAy-yZdeUIM3DC&index=1


Apollo’s Prospecting Features
You’ll find tons of helpful solutions within the Apollo platform, but when it comes to prospecting, here’s what to start with:

t*****@apollo.io

Database Search

Access comprehensive and accurate data on over 250 million contacts and 60 million companies  

in Apollo B2B Database. We use a combination of proprietary sources and third-party vendors  

to refresh data and maintain the most accurate database in the market.



The Apollo database includes a built-in proprietary verification system to ensure data accuracy,  

and we constantly review and improve data extraction and data processing methods to  

consistently verify, enrich, and update contact and company data.



Apollo has a seven-step automated verification process to validate emails in our database.  

These steps include comparing data against multiple sources, cross-checking against  

bounced emails, and much more. 

Learn how

Chrome Extension

Apollo’s Chrome Extension unlocks Apollo functionality in the tools you use every day  

including LinkedIn, Gmail, Salesforce, and many company websites. You can find verified emails,  

phone numbers, and actionable data insights like technologies, funding, and hiring directly  

within the Chrome Extension.

Learn how

https://knowledge.apollo.io/hc/en-us/articles/4413044057741-Leverage-the-Apollo-Database-to-Find-New-Customers
https://knowledge.apollo.io/hc/en-us/articles/4409226637453-Apollo-Chrome-Extension-Overview


Apollo’s Prospecting Features
You’ll find tons of helpful solutions within the Apollo platform, but when it comes to prospecting, here’s what to start with:

Lists

To stay organized in your prospecting efforts, you can create lists based on the groupings  

of companies and people you’ve searched for. These prospect lists will help you better manage  

your contacts once you’re ready to reach out. Creating lists in Apollo is as easy as applying  

filters to a search, selecting contacts or companies, and then adding to an existing list or  

creating a new one.

Learn how

Job Change Alerts

Apollo monitors and tracks people across our entire database when they change companies  

and jobs. These are high-value leads who are more likely to engage and buy. 



You can easily find a list of people who recently changed jobs and moved companies in our  

Database Search or in the Chrome Extension and use this opportunity to engage and personalize  

your outreach. You can also automatically sync job changes via enrichment to CRM.

Learn how

https://knowledge.apollo.io/hc/en-us/articles/4409728608525-Create-and-Edit-a-Contact-or-Company-List
https://knowledge.apollo.io/hc/en-us/articles/5130064363661-Use-Job-Change-Alerts-to-Update-Contacts


Bonus Tips for Prospecting Success
You’ll find tons of helpful solutions within the Apollo platform, but when it comes to prospecting, here’s what to start with:

Tip #1 - Create Personas

Use the Persona feature to filter through  

contacts in Apollo based on their job title, 

management level, industry, location,  

and the number of employees. 

Tip #2 - Sync Google Calendar

Simplify your pre-meeting research by 

integrating Apollo directly into your Gmail and 

Google Calendar with the Chrome Extension. 

Tip #3 - Subscribe to alerts

If you’re searching for new contacts that fit the 

same criteria of contacts in past lead lists, use 

the saved search feature to reuse previous lists. 

You can also subscribe to get email alerts when 

new records match your saved search criteria.

Tip #4 - See recommendations

Go to the recommendations view in Apollo  

to discover helpful insights, including news 

regarding companies you’re prospecting and 

other recommendations relevant to your 

searches.



Automate your outreach 
for greater efficiency.

productivityWhat is  
Engagement?
An overview of connecting with every contact 
with Apollo’s Engagement Suite

Engagement refers to any action you take to 
connect with your contacts. This includes emailing, 
cold calling, setting meetings, and other outbound 
sales activities.
 

While the number of touchpoints or channels for 
outreach may differ by industry, company size,  
or persona, the basics of sales engagement  
remain the same.



With the right strategy and tools in place,  
engaging with your target audience becomes  
simple and painless. Watch the Demo Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=61NOqvlq0jk&list=PLupe3zZJZlmq-i193uaGAy-yZdeUIM3DC&index=2


Apollo’s Engagement Features
You’ll find tons of helpful solutions within the Apollo platform, but when it comes to engagement, here’s what to start with:

Sequences

The most helpful engagement feature within Apollo is the ability to create sequences.  

Use sequences to create customizable, multi-step touchpoints with automatic or manual emails,  

phone calls, LinkedIn messaging, and more. To make your sequences efficient and effective,  

you can apply templates to streamline email outreach and use snippets or videos to personalize  

your messaging.



Also, within sequences is the ability to A/B test email messaging and track metrics like delivered, 

opened, replied, and bounced rates to optimize your engagement strategy and maximize results. 

Learn how

Task Management

Create tasks to get notified when to make calls, send emails, connect on LinkedIn, and other important 

action items in your outbound strategy. With task management in Apollo you can stay on top of these 

manual touchpoints to drive more connections with your prospects so potential customers never slip 

through the cracks. You can assign priorities to your tasks to help manage your day and assign tasks 

 to yourself or other team members.

Learn how

https://knowledge.apollo.io/hc/en-us/articles/4409237165837-Sequences-Overview
https://knowledge.apollo.io/hc/en-us/articles/4411331110925-Create-a-Task


Apollo’s Engagement Features
You’ll find tons of helpful solutions within the Apollo platform, but when it comes to engagement, here’s what to start with:

Dialer

Easily find and instantly call direct phone numbers with Apollo’s click-to-call dialer. You can make  

and receive local and international calls, bridge to your phone, record calls, see transcripts,  

join active calls, and log calls to your CRM. If you do business internationally, you can set up 

international numbers and local area codes. We provide numbers in more than 50 countries for  

you to reach prospects globally.  

If you’re a manager you can use call transcripts or join active calls to simplify call tracking and  

enable real-time coaching. 

Learn how

Sequence Analytics

By using Apollo across your sales engagement processes, you will gain a bird’s eye view across how 

your outreach is landing across your pipeline, and you can zoom into specific portions of your sales flow 

for more granular insights. 



Analytics are an essential single source of truth for you to identify where you’re winning, to find new 

opportunities to improve. 

Learn how

Gain insight into how to 
improve messaging

https://knowledge.apollo.io/hc/en-us/articles/4409140527757-Configure-the-Dialer
https://knowledge.apollo.io/hc/en-us/articles/4425592135821-Access-Apollo-Email-Analytics-


Bonus Tips for Engagement Success
You’ll find tons of helpful solutions within the Apollo platform, but when it comes to prospecting, here’s what to start with:

Tip #1 - Auto-create call task

In sequences, add a step for a phone call and 

Apollo will automatically add a task to call your 

prospect. You can then use a simple one-click  

dial straight from the Apollo platform.

Tip #2 - A/B test emails

A/B test messages in your sequences to 

determine which message or subject line 

improves your email engagement metrics like 

opens and clicks. 

Tip #3 - Create engaging videos

Use the Vidyard Integration to send your 

prospects personalized videos in sequences and 

manual emails.

Tip #4 - Avoid email spam

To improve email delivery rates and avoid spam 

flagging, keep your paragraphs concise and 

remove unnecessary links from the body of your 

email and your signature. 



Watch the Demo Video

What is Workflow 
Management?
An overview to move your business forward 
with Apollo’s Workflow Engine

A major benefit of using Apollo is the ability to 
streamline your workflow. When we talk about 
workflow management, we’re referring to steps 
taken within Apollo to either automate you  
work or connect separated actions or systems  
for efficiency.



Proper workflow management allows you to  
work through administrative tasks quickly  
so you can spend more time establishing  
relationships and selling. By leveraging Apollo,  
you can move deals forward intelligently. 

Gain insight into how to 
improve messaging

insight!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJ98qxajOpM&list=PLupe3zZJZlmq-i193uaGAy-yZdeUIM3DC&index=3


Apollo’s Workflow Features
You’ll find tons of helpful solutions within the Apollo platform, but when it comes to workflow management, here’s what to start with:

Rules Engine

Use Apollo’s rules engine to automate your manual prospecting and lead engagement efforts.  

You can quickly create rules and automate steps like adding or removing contacts from sequences  

and lists or creating tasks for your team. You can apply a rule either to a contact or an account  

and have the rule triggered based on an event or on a recurring schedule.

Learn how

"first_name"

"last_name"
"job_title"

"location"

"work_email"
"personal_email"

"linkedIn_url"

"linkedIn_username"
"company"

"website"

"number_of_employees"
"revenue"

"funding_stage"

"funding_amount"

: ,


: ,

: ,


: ,


: ,

: ,


: ,


: ,

: ,


: ,


: ,

: ,


: ,


: ,

}

"cooper"

"kristin"
"sales manager"

"syracuse, connecticut"

"cooper.graham@work.com"
"cooper.kristin@personal.com"

"linkedin.com/in/kristincooper"

"cooperkristin"
"generalelectric"

"http://www.generalelectric.com"

"2000"
"303,132,423.33"

"series c"

"132,435,343.43"

{

API

One of the best ways to streamline your workflow is to connect your systems to Apollo data.  

With Apollo’s API you can connect CRMs and other third-party software to our platform.  

Once connected, programmatically search the Apollo database, update contacts or accounts  

in Apollo, or enrich data in any systems. 

Learn how

https://knowledge.apollo.io/hc/en-us/articles/4413804036109-Create-Automation-in-the-Rules-Engine
https://knowledge.apollo.io/hc/en-us/sections/4409216688653-Apollo-REST-API


Apollo’s Workflow Features
You’ll find tons of helpful solutions within the Apollo platform, but when it comes to workflow management, here’s what to start with:

Analytics

In order to ensure your workflows are running efficiently, it’s important to monitor results.  

Apollo analytics provides actionable data so you can identify gaps and optimize strategy.



Track your results with prebuilt visualization reports or slice and dice the data as you like by building 

custom reports with the many metrics and dimensions available. Pull insightful and actionable  

reports together into a dashboard and keep track of your and your team’s progress.   



When you send emails in Apollo, you can track open, click, and response rates. You can access  

this data from within a sequence, from a contact's profile page, or from the analytics page.  

Create reports that are private to you or make them public to your team. 

Learn how

Integrations

Apollo seamlessly integrates with major platforms like Salesforce, Hubspot, Gmail, Outreach,  

and other sales platforms to keep your data and activities in sync. You can also build custom 

integrations using our open API or any Zapier-supported apps such as Slack, Pipedrive,  

and others. 

Learn how

https://knowledge.apollo.io/hc/en-us/articles/4410826842381-Build-and-Access-Reports-In-Apollo
https://knowledge.apollo.io/hc/en-us/categories/4409126805645-Integrations


Bonus Tips for Workflow Management Success
You’ll find tons of helpful solutions within the Apollo platform, but when it comes to prospecting, here’s what to start with:

Tip #1 - Leverage the API

View the API quick start guide in the developer 

portal to begin auto-enriching your CRM or other 

software applications with Apollo’s accurate data.

Tip #2 - Organize rules

Within rules engine, you can create folders 

dedicated to keep your rules systematic  

and organized.

Data enrichment

Tip #3 - Enrich your CRM

Automatically update, cleanse, and enrich your 

Salesforce or HubSpot CRM data with data from 

Apollo. This way, you ensure your contact and 

company data is correct and rich.

Tip #4 - Build custom reports

When creating a custom report, use metrics and 

dimensions to visualize your data in whatever 

format works best for you. Add as many metrics 

and dimensions you need in each report.



Additional Help Resources
We’re here for you! We want your first moments with Apollo to be as smooth  
as possible. If you get stuck as you’re getting started, don’t worry. You can  
access these resources for additional help.

The Apollo Knowledge Base
The online Knowledge Base is a free resource full of FAQs, how-to videos, and helpful  

articles to walk you through each and every Apollo feature. 

Customer Support
You can chat with our highly-rated customer support team any time via the chat box  

that appears at the bottom of your screen when logged into Apollo.

Hands-On Assistance
If you’re on a custom Apollo plan, you’ll have access to a dedicated account manager  

and a training specialist to assist with any questions throughout onboarding and beyond. 

https://knowledge.apollo.io/hc/en-us

